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We employ a numerical economy-wide model of India with energy sector detail to evaluate the
impact of achieving India’s commitments to the Paris Climate Agreement. We simulate targets
for reducing CO2 emissions intensity of GDP via an economy-wide CO2 price and for increasing non-fossil electricity capacity via a Renewable Portfolio Standard. We find that
compared with the no policy scenario in 2030, the average cost per unit of emissions reduced is
lowest under a CO2 pricing regime. A pure RPS costs more than 10 times the cost of a CO2
pricing regime. Projected electricity demand in 2030 decreases by 8% under the CO2 price,
while introducing an RPS further suppresses electricity demand. Importantly, a reduction in the
costs of wind and solar power induced by favorable policies may result in cost convergence
across instruments, paving the way for more aggressive decarbonization policies in the future.
Keywords: India; Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC); climate change; paris agreement;
renewable energy; carbon price; Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS).

1. Introduction
India stands at a critical juncture in its development path. The country’s current rate of
economic growth (7%/year), among the fastest in the world, is projected to continue
(World Bank, 2016, 2017). Over the past three decades, economic growth has
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contributed to large increases in energy consumption, with the installed electricity
capacity alone increasing by five times from 70 GW in 1992 to 350 GW in 2019 (CEA,
2019). However, while India accounts for 18% of the world’s population, it uses only
6% of the world’s primary energy (IEA, 2015), and its per capita electricity consumption in 2014 was a quarter of the global average (World Bank, 2014b). The
industrial and household electricity consumption is, therefore, expected to continue
rising sharply as India’s economy grows in the coming decades. To meet the rising
electricity demand, the installed capacity is expected to triple from 350 GW in 2019 to
1075 GW in 2040 (IEA, 2015).
At the same time, India’s climate targets submitted in its Nationally Determined
Contribution (NDC) to the 21st Conference of Parties in Paris (COP21) promise a
reduction in CO2 emissions intensity of GDP by 33–35% by 2030 from 2005 levels
and an increase in non-fossil-based power to about 40% of cumulative installed capacity in 2030 (GoI, 2015).1 Although the non-fossil electricity capacity target is
included as an independent component in India’s NDC, in practice, it will contribute
to reducing the emissions intensity of the GDP. As emissions intensity targets apply to
the entire economy while non-fossil electricity targets are sector-specific, they require
separate instruments for implementation. An economy wide CO2 price is, theoretically, the least cost instrument to achieve emissions reduction (Coase, 1960; Stavins,
2008; Metcalf and Weisbach, 2009), whereas Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS)
and Feed-in-tariffs are common regulatory instruments used to implement renewable
targets. India’s climate policy does not include an economy-wide CO2 price,2 but
Renewable Purchase Obligations (RPO) — in principle similar to the RPS (in this
paper, we use the two interchangeably) — are in place for states. Under the RPO,
targets set in 2018 require that the electricity purchased by a distribution company in
financial year 2022 (April 2021–March 2022) should include 21% renewable electricity (excluding hydropower), of which 10.5% should be from solar power. States in
India have historically missed achieving their RPO, and the current targets are also
considered ambitious, along with the recognition that renewable targets are not necessary to achieve India’s emissions intensity targets as other measures may be more
effective (Tongia, 2016). The very current question of which policies should be used
to implement India’s NDC motivates our inquiry, which involves comparing alternative approaches for meeting India’s targets. Specifically, we evaluate the welfare
implications of achieving India’s CO2 emissions intensity targets and assess the
change in welfare implied by the addition of the non-fossil electricity capacity targets.
To do this, we develop a model of the Indian economy and simulate India’s emissions
intensity targets through a CO2 pricing policy implemented via an emissions quota

1The

non-fossil targets are conditional on receiving technology transfers and low cost international finance including
from the Green Climate Fund (GCF).
2India levies a coal tax of Rs. 400 per metric ton (US$ 6.27 per metric ton), with the revenues being recycled to states
as a compensation for the recently implemented Goods and Services Tax (Economic Times, 2017).
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indexed to GDP growth, with and without the non-fossil electricity targets imposed
through an RPS.
If pricing carbon either through an emissions tax or a cap-and-trade scheme3 can
equate the marginal cost of greenhouse gas (GHG) emission control with the marginal
damages of climate externalities, the resulting level of emissions should be Pareto
optimal. However, the implementation of a first-best optimal carbon price is hindered
by multiple political economy constraints such as asset specificity (Murphy, 2002) and
regulatory capture (Stigler, 1971) on the producer side and collective action (Olson,
1984) and principal agent problems (Eisenhardt, 1989) on the consumer side (Jenkins,
2014). The presence of such constraints leads to a second best scenario (Lipsey and
Lancaster, 1956) in climate change mitigation, where a sub-optimal mix of policies,
including market and regulatory measures, may keep ambitious emission targets within
reach, but at the expense of economic efficiency (Bertram et al., 2015; Jenkins and
Karplus, 2016).
Morris et al. (2010) analyze the interaction of an RPS with a cap-and-trade scheme
through a global computable general equilibrium (CGE) model (the MIT Economic
Projection and Policy Analysis — EPPA — model) and find that adding an RPS to a
cap-and-trade scheme increases the net present value welfare cost of meeting the
emissions target while decreasing the CO2 permit price to meet the target. The welfare
cost increases due to higher electricity prices and lower demand, induced by a higher
share of more expensive renewables in the mix, whereas CO2 permit price decreases as
mandated renewables achieve part of the emission reduction, bringing down the
marginal cost that can achieve the remaining reduction. Using a multi-region, multiplehousehold CGE model of the US economy, Rausch and Karplus (2014) compare
regulatory policies, such as an RPS, with a cap-and-trade scheme and demonstrate that
regulatory policies result in substantially greater costs than a cap-and-trade system that
achieves the same reductions in emissions at the national level.
Targeting emissions reduction through only a CO2 pricing policy seems no more
likely in India than elsewhere in the world, and indeed the policy approach in India’s
NDC does not mention CO2 pricing. We are therefore interested in studying the impact
of not just an economy-wide CO2 pricing policy but also of an electricity sectorspecific policy on India’s economy, emissions, and electricity system. Using a newly
developed multi-sectoral economic model of India with energy sector detail, we
simulate an economy wide cap-and-trade scheme and an RPS to implement India’s
NDC against a reference case of no climate policies. We evaluate how consumer
welfare, economy-wide and sectoral emissions, and electricity mix of India change
under a carbon pricing regime, with and without an RPS for non-fossil electricity.
Recognizing the rapidly declining costs of wind and solar power (IRENA, 2016), and

3Under certain assumptions, a carbon tax and a cap-and-trade scheme are expected to lead to similar outcomes
(Weitzman, 1974; Aldy and Stavins, 2012). For the purpose of this work, we refer to both as carbon pricing policies.
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India’s policy support for their deployment, we also evaluate how policy-induced
declines in the costs of wind and solar power can aid India’s NDC implementation.
Prior work on analysis of India’s climate trajectories involves application of both
global and regional models. Fisher-Vanden et al. (1997) use a set of 14 multi-sector
regional CGE models to determine comparative costs of stabilizing GHG emissions
through two alternative policy instruments — carbon tax and global tradable
permits — and find that a global tradable permits system with grandfathered emission
allocation (based on 1990 emission levels) and equal per capita allocation of
emission allowances would be less costly than carbon taxes for India to stabilize
emissions. Shukla et al. (2008) use an integrated modeling framework, including a
global multi-region and multi-sector CGE model, to study two alternative pathways for
low-carbon growth in India — a pure carbon tax, and a combination of carbon tax with
sustainable policies (assumptions on behavioral, technological, institutional, governance, and economic measures that promote sustainable practices). Ojha (2009)
emphasizes the heterogeneity in households and the expectation that climate policies
have different impacts on households belonging to different income and expenditure
groups (Poterba, 1991; Bull et al., 1994; Hassett et al., 2009). Multiple households
segregated by income levels are incorporated in a single country CGE model to study
the distributional impacts of carbon policies on shifts in consumption patterns. Simulated climate policies include carbon tax and permit trading, with various revenue
recycling options, and the findings echo those of Fisher-Vanden et al. (1997).
Our work offers significant improvement on three fronts. First, we employ carbon
pricing as a benchmark policy to achieve India’s actual climate targets and compare the
impact of carbon pricing with that of combining it with an RPS that structurally
mimics India’s RPOs, instead of comparing the extent of emissions reduction likely to
be achieved through hypothetical carbon tax and cap-and-trade schemes. We intend
our analysis to be of value to policymakers by informing them of the impacts of the
alternative instruments that can achieve India’s climate targets. Secondly, our model
includes an elaborate representation of India’s electricity sector, particularly of the
non-fossil electricity technologies, which enables our granular analysis of India’s
non-fossil electricity capacity targets. Finally, by capturing the unprecedented role of
declining wind and solar power costs, we explore sensitivity of outcomes to these cost
variations and evaluate their policy implications.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, we describe our
modeling framework, data sources, and simulation scenarios. Results are presented and
discussed in Sec. 3. Section 4 concludes.
2. Methodology
2.1. Modeling framework
We develop a multi-sector applied general equilibrium model of the Indian economy
that links economic activity with energy production and CO2 emissions from burning
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fossil fuels. This structure builds in important economy-wide feedbacks associated
with policy shocks; for instance, it reflects how a CO2 price affects patterns of production and demand across all economic sectors by raising the cost of fossil fuel
intensive activities. The model includes a representative agent for firms, households,
and government. Firms employ primary factors (labor, capital, and natural resources)
and purchase intermediate inputs to produce goods and services. Households own
primary factors of production and provide them to firms, receive income from capital
earnings, wages/salaries, resource rents, and transfers from the government, and pay
taxes to the government. The government is a passive entity that collects taxes from
households and producers to finance government consumption and transfers. Investment is modeled as a fixed proportion of expenditure by households to serve as a proxy
for future consumption. Sectoral imports and exports capture interactions with the rest
of the world. The model is calibrated using historical data and projections for macroeconomic variables and technology costs to generate a 2030 reference case, which is
used as base to conduct comparative static analysis of policy impacts.
International trade is modeled following an Armington approach (Armington,
1969), where goods and services purchased by firms and households are composites of
domestic and imported varieties. The elasticity of substitution between domestic and
imported goods is set to zero reflecting the assumption that other countries will also
pursue their Paris commitments, and as such, domestic goods may not see competitive
threats (or advantages) imposed by higher (or lower) domestic energy prices as India
pursues its commitments.4 Similarly, the elasticity of transformation between production for domestic and foreign markets is also set to zero. To get a sense of possible
substitution effects, we include a sensitivity case with non-zero Armington elasticity
and non-zero elasticity of transformation between production for domestic and foreign
markets.
The economy of India is represented through 18 sectors (Table 1) aggregated from
68 sectors in the GTAP-Power database (Peters, 2016), which is based on the ninth
version of the GTAP dataset (Aguiar et al., 2016), and represents global economy in
2011. The data for the model are aggregated by extending the tools illustrated in Lanz
and Rutherford (2016). The energy sector is described in significant detail, comprising
of eight electricity sectors (including transmission and distribution) and four other
energy sources, namely, coal, crude oil, gas, and refined oil. CO2 emissions are produced by the consumption of fossil fuel sectors of coal, crude oil, and gas, by firms and
households. Other major industrial sectors are aggregated in energy-intensive industries, manufacturing, and mineral production. Agriculture, food and beverages, and
services include aggregation of the remaining sectors in the economy.

4Assessing

changes in sectoral competitiveness due to cross-country differences in climate policies requires a global
model. In our single-country framework, if desired, changes in world prices relative to those in India could be imposed
in the model, once they are estimated elsewhere. We do not consider such relative price changes in this study.
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Table 1. Sector specification in the model.
Category
Energy — electricity

Energy — other

Sectors

Category

Coal power
Gas power
Hydro power
Nuclear power
Oil power
Wind power
Solar power
Transmission and distribution

Energy — other

Crude oil
Gas
Refined oil

Major industries

Energy-intensive industries
Manufacturing
Mining and minerals

Coal

Other

Sectors

Agriculture
Food
Services

The 18 sectors are each described by a separate multi-level nested constant elasticity
of substitution (CES) production function with nesting structures to provide for substitution between energy composite, electricity, capital, labor, resources, and other
intermediate inputs. An additional production function describes advanced solar
technology as the benchmark data comprise of negligible solar power. Nested CES
functions are also used to describe consumer, government, and investment sectors. All
industries are characterized by constant returns to scale and trade in perfectly competitive markets.
Nesting structures are described in Fig. 1. Horizontal lines indicate zero elasticity of
substitution between inputs whereas slanted lines indicate a non-zero elasticity.
Figure 1(a) represents the nesting structure of all sectors except agriculture, electricity, fossil fuel, and final consumption. Primary energy sources are grouped in the
non-electricity energy nest and substitute with aggregate electricity. Final output
comprises an energy composite, land, labor, capital, resources, and other intermediate
inputs. Figure 1(b) represents agriculture, where land is moved from the value-added

(a) All output except agriculture,
electricity, fossil fuels, and consumption

(b) Agriculture

Figure 1. Nesting structures for production blocks in the India CGE Model.
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(c) Fossil electricity (coal, oil, gas)

(d) Nuclear, hydro, and benchmark solar power

(e) Wind power

(g) Fossil fuel production

(f) Backstop solar power

(h) Consumer, government, and investment
Fig. 1. (Continued )

nest to the energy and other Armington input nest, reflecting the significance of land
for agriculture, and limiting its substitutability by allowing for a small elasticity of
substitution with other inputs.
Electricity production is represented by three separate nesting structures for
benchmark electricity sources, and one for advanced electricity technology to facilitate
new solar penetration in policy scenarios. Figure 1(c) outlines fossil electricity production and includes renewable electricity credits to enforce prescribed non-fossil
1950009-7
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electricity capacity targets through an RPS. Figures 1(d) and 1(e) for non-fossil
electricity illustrate generation of certificates with electricity output. The expansion of
non-fossil electricity capacity is constrained by technology specific fixed-factors
(TSF). In principle, TSF represents resource and other political constraints that may
impose barriers to growth of certain technologies.
We impose a zero elasticity of substitution between TSF and other inputs for
nuclear, hydro, and benchmark solar power. Due to resource and political constraints,
the growth of nuclear and hydro power is uncertain, and these technologies are
represented by fixing targets for 2030 based on projections in IEA (2015). Besides, as
most of India’s current solar capacity has been added post 2011, the representation of
solar power in the benchmark data (2011) is negligible. We therefore assume that the
cost shares in benchmark solar are not representative and allow solar growth only as an
advanced technology, restricting benchmark solar to its existing capacity.
The specification of wind power is different from other non-fossil electricity
sources. Wind capacity in India is projected to grow considerably (IEA, 2015), with a
government specified target of 60 GW installed capacity for 2022 (NITI Aayog, 2015).
Besides, benchmark data include 2% wind power production (24 TWh), suggesting
that our representation of cost shares is consistent with on-the-ground reality. We
include a non-zero elasticity of substitution between other inputs and the TSF to offer
flexibility in wind capacity expansion. The elasticity is estimated from price elasticity
of supply and wind cost shares, using methods specified in Rutherford (2002) and
supply elasticity value specified in Böhringer et al. (2012).
Solar expansion is represented as an advanced technology introduced as backstop
technology (McFarland et al., 2004). Figure 1(f) describes solar power generation
using capital and labor as inputs, and constrained with a TSF. The TSF represents real
world constraints on capital, labor, or other inputs, as well as intermittency challenges,
which may limit the growth of advanced technologies (Morris et al., 2014).5 Estimated
cost shares are normalized to one and multiplied with a markup to represent the relative
cost of advanced technology over the average cost of electricity. The markup is varied
to perform a sensitivity analysis of solar penetration at different generation costs
relative to those of non-solar electricity.
Finally, Figs. 1(g) and 1(h) represent fossil fuel production and consumption,
respectively. By assuming India as a price taker in the international oil and gas market,
the fossil fuel production function allows for fossil fuel prices to be specified exogenously by endogenously choosing the level of resources for each fossil fuel.
The model does not represent biofuels as a separate sector, and an elaborate
representation of biofuels such as that found in Winchester and Reilly (2015) is beyond
5The TSF in a static model plays a different role than in a recursive dynamic model illustrated in Morris et al. (2014). In

a recursive dynamic model, the TSF reflects dynamics of adoption and could become irrelevant over time as the
incentives to adopt new technology lead to cost reductions. In a static model, as discussed, the TSF is employed as a
mechanism to reflect factors not directly included in the model but which may constrain the growth of certain types of
technologies.
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the scope of this work. Indeed, while bioenergy production in India is poised for an
increase, it does not feature as a prominent source of electricity in forecasts for India.
The electricity capacity growth forecasts from IRENA (2017) project that by 2030
while installed power capacity will be comprised of between 36% and 56% of wind
power and between 18% and 37% of solar PV (depending upon business-as-usual
scenario or renewable-favorable policy scenario), it will include only about 4–5% of
installed bioenergy-based power.
2.2. Data sources and parametrization
Cost shares in the production functions are parametrized from GTAP-Power database.
Elasticity values for production blocks are provided exogenously and closely follow
those in the MIT EPPA model (Chen et al., 2015), which are drawn from an extensive
literature review (Appendix A).
Advanced solar is parametrized bottom up using levelized cost of electricity estimates from NITI Aayog (2015). Operating and maintenance (O&M) costs over the
project life are discounted to present value and added to capital expenditure (capex) to
obtain PV of total costs, from which percentage capex and percentage O&M are
derived (Appendix B). The cost share allocated to TSF is kept similar to that for wind
power, conforming with an approach of treating wind and solar production equivalently (for instance, see Chen et al. (2015)).
Additional data required to simulate policy scenarios for 2030 are listed in Table 2.
The required parameters include GDP growth in India from 2011 to 2030 (GDP
multiplier), expected exogenous growth in fossil fuel prices (fossil fuel multipliers),
expected efficiency improvements in energy production technologies (autonomous
energy efficiency improvement — AEEI — multiplier), and factors for simulating
India’s NDC on emissions intensity and non-fossil targets.

Table 2. Required parameters for policy scenarios.
Parameter
GDP multiplier (2011–2030)
Fossil fuel price multipliers
(2011–2030)
Coal
Oil
Gas
AEEI multiplier
Emissions intensity target for
2030
Non-fossil target for 2030
Non-fossil production target
for 2030

Unit

Value

Source

—

2.86

OECD (2017)

—
—
—
—
% of benchmark emissions
intensity
% of installed capacity
% of electricity production

1.00
1.13
1.13
0.826
71.06

U.S. EIA (2017)
Chen et al. (2015)
GoI (2015); Appendix C
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The GDP multiplier is based on long-term GDP forecasts from the OECD (2017).
Reported in real terms in 2010 US$ PPP, India’s GDP grows from $3.90 trillion in
2011 to $11.16 trillion in 2030 at a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.7%.
This is a conservative estimate, considering that average annual GDP growth rate of
India from 1992, when economic reforms were introduced, to 2015 has been 6.78%
(World Bank, 2015). We also simulate high and low GDP growth scenarios and report
key modeling outcomes under variations in GDP growth.
Fossil fuel multipliers specify exogenous increase in fossil fuel prices in 2030. We
assume coal price to be constant as coal is not a scarce resource in India, it has been
and is expected to continue being the mainstay of the power sector, and any domestic
shortage due to logistical issues (seasonal variation, transport challenges) can be
managed by better planning (Tongia and Gross, 2019). As crude oil prices fluctuate in
the short and medium term, the crude oil price multiplier is obtained by smoothing the
international crude oil price trend between 2001 and 2030, taking historical and
projected prices from U.S. EIA (2017). The multiplier for natural gas price is the same
as for crude oil, as natural gas prices are typically strongly correlated with crude prices
(Brown and Yücel, 2008).
AEEI multiplier represents future improvements in energy production technologies,
leading to lower inputs per unit energy produced. We derive AEEI multiplier from the
MIT EPPA model (Chen et al., 2015), assuming 1% annual efficiency improvement,
leading to 17.4% improvement from 2011 to 2030.
Calculation of emissions intensity targets is specified in Appendix C.
Conversion of non-fossil electricity-installed capacity targets for 2030 to production
targets is specified in Appendix D. We first calculate aggregate fossil and non-fossil
capacity factors (CF) for 2015 using installed electricity capacity and production
values from CEA (2015) using Eq. (1):
CF ¼

Electricity Production
,
Installed Capacity*nh *dy

(1)

where nh ¼ 24 h and dy ¼ 365 days.
Percentage capacity targets for 2030 are then converted to percentage production
targets using Eqs. (2) and (3), which can easily be derived from Eq. (1):
!
"
CFnf
,
(2)
Pnf (%) ¼ Cnf (%) "
CFtotal
!
"
CFf
Pf (%) ¼ Cf (%) "
,
(3)
CFtotal
where Pnf=f (%) is the percentage production level of non-fossil/fossil electricity; Cnf=f
(%) is the percentage capacity of non-fossil/fossil electricity; and CFnf=f=total is the
aggregate capacity factor for non-fossil/fossil/total electricity.
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We assume that aggregate capacity factors for fossil and non-fossil electricity
sources, respectively, in 2030 will be the same as in 2015, but a higher percentage of
non-fossil electricity will decrease the aggregate capacity factor of the electricity
sector.6 This leads to circularity as calculation of non-fossil electricity production
levels for 2030 requires total capacity factor, but the total capacity factor depends on
non-fossil electricity production levels. To address this, we iterate total capacity factor
to arrive at percentage production levels of fossil and non-fossil electricity for 2030
that add up to 100%. This generates overall capacity factor of 0.44 (lower than 0.46 for
2015), and a non-fossil electricity production target of 28%. We include a sensitivity
case in which all of India’s targeted emissions intensity reduction is met through higher
non-fossil electricity production.
The model is formulated as a mixed complementarity problem (MCP) (Mathiesen,
1985; Rutherford, 1995) in the Mathematical Programming System for General
Equilibrium Modeling (MPSGE) (Rutherford, 1998) and the General Algebraic
Modeling System (GAMS) modeling language. Using the PATH solver (Dirkse and
Ferris, 1995), it is solved statically in two stages, reflecting the Benchmark economy in
2011 and reference as well as policy scenarios in 2030 (target year for India’s NDC).
2.3. Scenarios
We implement a forward calibration simulation to first generate a 2030 Reference
scenario. We include three policy scenarios to simulate instruments to achieve India’s
NDC targets and their combination. The reference as well as policy scenarios include
the same assumptions about factor productivity growth, fossil fuel price in 2030, and
AEEI.
Our policy scenarios are summarized in Table 3. In the Emissions-Intensity scenario, we impose India’s NDC objective of reducing emissions intensity of the GDP by
34% (taking mean of proposed 33–35% reduction) by 2030 from 2005 levels.

Table 3. Policy scenarios for 2030 in the India CGE model.
Scenario
Emissions-Intensity
Non-Fossil
Combined

Description
An economy-wide emissions trading scheme reduces the emissions intensity of
the GDP in 2030 to 28.94% lower than that in 2011
An RPS enforces that non-fossil electricity sources constitute 28% of India’s
electricity production in 2030 (40% of India’s installed electricity capacity)
A combination of both Emission-Intensity and Non-Fossil scenarios

6Strictly

speaking, the aggregate fossil and non-fossil capacity factors will also change. Fossil and non-fossil electricity
sources are aggregates of different power sources with varying capacity factors, hence the aggregate capacity factors
will change as constituent source mixes change. However, for simplicity, and in the absence of more information, we
assume that the aggregate fossil and non-fossil electricity capacity factors remain same.
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As described in Appendix C, this translates to a reduction by 28.94% from benchmark
(2011) level. This is simulated as an economy-wide cap-and-trade policy with the
emissions cap determined endogenously to satisfy a constraint on emissions relative to
GDP. We evaluate the impact of this target on total and sectoral emissions, consumption, electricity mix, and also identify the corresponding carbon price.
The Non-Fossil scenario corresponds to India’s non-fossil electricity capacity target
for 2030. The target of 40% installed non-fossil electricity capacity by 2030 corresponds to 28% electricity production (Appendix D) and is imposed as an RPS. This
provides information about independent impact of the non-fossil targets.
In practice, both emissions intensity and non-fossil electricity targets will be jointly
pursued. The Combined scenario simulates this by combining economy-wide emissions trading with an RPS. While both Emissions-Intensity and Combined scenarios
lead to the same emission intensity in 2030, the Combined scenario includes the
additional constraint of non-fossil electricity targets. Comparing these scenarios offers
a direct assessment of the implications of pursuing non-fossil electricity targets along
with economy-wide emissions reduction.
Our base analysis fixes the cost of wind and solar power at levels that represent
declines from their benchmark costs. The cost of wind power incorporates AEEI
similar to those for fossil power, thus accounting for technological improvements, and
the cost of solar power is fixed at parity with the average benchmark cost of electricity,
reflecting the trend observed in certain recent solar auctions in India (LiveMint, 2017).
However, there is considerable uncertainty in the variation of these costs in the future.
IRENA (2016) projects that appropriate policy and regulatory frameworks may enable
significant additional cost reductions in wind and solar power such that by 2025 the
global weighted average LCOE of solar PV could fall by as much as 59% and that of
onshore wind could fall by 26%, relative to 2015. In India, the winning bids in utilityscale solar auctions have dropped by over 350% between 2010 and 2017, supported
not only by technological cost declines but also by favorable policies including federal
and state-level renewable targets (Thapar et al., 2018). Similar cost variations in the
future could have substantial impact on the welfare implications of the policy alternatives required to achieve India’s NDC. This motivates our inquiry into the impact of
additional policy-induced cost declines beyond the technological improvements in the
base analysis. The renewable cost variations are simulated exogenously such that the
cost of wind power expansion is varied by altering the elasticity of substitution between TSF and other inputs and of solar power by altering the markup. The supply
elasticity for wind electricity in the base case is 12.66 (Böhringer et al., 2012), which
corresponds to an elasticity of substitution of 0.29 between the TSF and other inputs.
Solar cost share markup in base case is set to 1. These specifications provide a sensible
comparison across policies at fixed costs of wind and solar power. As the cost variations represent policy-induced changes, the reference case is not re-run in the sensitivity analyses.
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3. Results
3.1. Scenarios with fixed costs of wind and solar power
First, we simulate the three policy scenarios while holding wind and solar power costs
fixed. Table 4 summarizes key base results through indicators representing annual
values in the commitment year of 2030. We first compare the cost of emission
reduction under different policies (Fig. 2) through the decrease in consumer welfare
from reference, measured as the Hicksian equivalent variation (EV). Welfare loss is the
Table 4. Summary of key base results (all dollar values are in 2011 US $).
Indicator

Unit

Scenarios
Reference

Welfare loss (w.r.t. reference)
Emissions
Total welfare loss
Emissions intensity
Carbon price
Total electricity production
Fossil electricity
Non-fossil electricity

US$/tCO2 reduced
Million tCO2
Billion US$
tCO2 /US$
US$/tCO2
TWh
TWh
TWh

4567.62
0.79
3070.97
2678.54
392.43

EmissionsIntensity
1.27
3591.65
1.24
0.62
23.38
2825.12
2278.89
546.23

Non-Fossil Combined
13.01
3824.01
9.67
0.66
2427.72
1756.00
671.73

9.60
3572.25
9.56
0.62
6.17
2416.89
1746.26
670.64

Note: The numbers in the table are annual values in 2030.

Figure 2. Change in consumption from reference under different scenarios in 2030.
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Figure 3. Change in consumption per unit emission reduction under different scenarios in
2030.

lowest under Emissions-Intensity (0.04%) and significantly higher under non-fossil
and combined policy scenarios (0.29% under each). A better indicator to compare the
efficiency of different policies in reducing emissions is the welfare loss per metric ton
(t) of CO2 reduced (Fig. 3). Compared with reference, the cost of reducing a metric ton
of CO2 is lowest in the Emissions-Intensity scenario and is more than 10 times higher
in the non-fossil scenario, reflecting the efficiency of economy-wide emission reduction policies. Simulating both cap-and-trade and RPS in the Combined scenario results
in a decline in welfare loss per unit of emission reduction over the Non-Fossil scenario.
This is because some low-cost emissions reduction measures are incentivized by
economy-wide carbon pricing, reducing the average cost of emission reduction. Notably, the carbon price to achieve the required emission reduction drops significantly in
the Combined scenario, as most of the targeted emission reduction is achieved through
the mandatory RPS. Thus, imposing non-fossil electricity in the mix has the twin
impact of increasing welfare loss but decreasing the carbon price.
Next we compare reductions in emissions and emissions intensity. As expected, in
all policy scenarios, total emissions as well as emissions intensity decrease relative to
the reference. The Emissions-Intensity scenario sees emissions decline by 27% over
reference, whereas consumption per metric ton of emissions reduction falls modestly.
Non-Fossil electricity targets result in 6% higher emissions than under the emissions
intensity target, while achieving 76% of the NDC target emissions intensity reduction.
They are also significantly more costly in terms of welfare loss, compared with using
pricing to achieve target CO2 intensity.
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Figure 4. Emissions by sector in 2030 under different scenarios.

Figure 4 illustrates emissions from the four highest emitting sectors, namely, coal
power, energy-intensive industries, services, and consumer, and combines emissions
from the remaining sectors in “Other Sectors” under all scenarios. The significant
decline in emissions under the Emissions-Intensity scenario is driven by reductions in
emissions from coal power and energy-intensive industries. However, under the NonFossil scenario, total emissions do not decline to equivalent levels as emission
reductions in coal power are more than offset by increased emissions in energyintensive industries as they substitute expensive electricity with (now cheaper) direct
use of fossil-based energy sources. In other words, emissions leak to non-target sectors
under sector-specific policies.
Figure 5 describes the electricity mix under different scenarios in 2030. In the
Reference case, total electricity production in India is projected to be nearly three times
the level in 2011. Most of the increase comes from expansion of coal power, which
more than triples in 2030. Other fossil-based electricity sources also increase by
varying amounts. Among non-fossil electricity sources, hydro power rises to its
allowed scope for expansion but nuclear power production is less than the maximum
allowed in the model, and return to the nuclear TSF falls to zero. This reflects the
higher cost of producing nuclear power compared with thermal power, which restricts
its expansion in a no-policy scenario. The share of wind power in the reference also
does not rise significantly beyond benchmark level, suggesting that even though wind
has a non-trivial share in benchmark, the cost of producing wind power is still high
relative to thermal power. Thus, without favorable policies, wind power may see only
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Figure 5. Electricity mix in India in 2030 under different scenarios.

moderate expansion. Further, in the absence of favorable policies, solar power is
unlikely to see any growth.
Electricity production in 2030 drops by 8% in the Emissions-Intensity scenario. As
carbon content per energy unit is highest for coal, most of the decrease comes from a
reduction in coal power, affirmed by a relatively smaller drop in gas power. Both
nuclear and hydro power reach their maximum allowable level. Besides, wind penetration increases slightly, indicating that with fossil electricity sources becoming more
expensive, renewable power will compete with them in adding to the total electricity
production. A higher share of solar, driven by advanced solar technology, further
underscores the competitiveness of renewable electricity under emission constraints.
Overall, total electricity demand drops as the average electricity price increases to
account for more expensive fossil power and a higher share of non-fossil power.
Electricity production drops further in the Non-Fossil and Combined scenarios.
Introducing a higher share of expensive non-fossil electricity in the mix (28% in nonfossil and combined compared with 13% in reference and 19% in emissions-intensity)
increases the price of electricity, consequently reducing demand by an additional 14%
over Emissions-Intensity scenario. All fossil electricity sources see a decline, whereas
shares of non-fossil sources increase. Under the Combined scenario, the electricity mix
is similar to that in Non-Fossil scenario, as the additional emissions reduction mandated by the emissions intensity target in the Combined scenario is achieved more
cost-effectively through sectors other than the electricity sector.
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In Table 5, we report the sensitivity of the base results to scenarios with (i) a higher
non-fossil target that can, in and of itself, achieve India’s emissions intensity commitment, (ii) high and low GDP growth scenarios, and (iii) non-zero elasticity of
substitution between domestic and imported goods and non-zero elasticity of transformation between goods produced for domestic and export markets. To achieve the
targeted emissions-intensity reduction solely through higher non-fossil electricity
generation, the electricity production from non-fossil sources is about 33% as against
28% in the baseline (corresponding to an installed capacity share of about 46% as
against 40% in the baseline). This higher non-fossil capacity addition corresponds to
higher welfare losses. Under high GDP growth, achieving India’s commitments
imposes higher welfare costs and requires a higher carbon price in the EmissionsIntensity scenario compared with these outcomes with the baseline GDP growth
assumption. The non-fossil electricity target, however, substantially restricts the
expansion of the power sector and enables meeting the emissions-intensity reduction
target at no additional welfare costs. Under low GDP growth, the welfare costs of
achieving India’s commitments and the required carbon price in the EmissionsIntensity scenario are lower than those under the baseline GDP growth assumption.
Finally, allowing for substitution between domestic and imported inputs (and between
products for domestic and foreign markets) lowers the carbon prices required to impose emission constraints, as this substitution provides an additional abatement option.
The sensitivity analysis confirms our key findings that the welfare costs of emissions
reduction are the lowest under an economy-wide CO2 pricing instrument and the
addition of sector-specific policies increases the welfare costs while lowering the
carbon price required to achieve the targeted emissions-intensity reduction.
3.2. The impact of alternative wind and solar costs
While our base analysis suggests that an RPS prescribing non-fossil targets adds
considerably to the cost of emissions reduction, the cost difference depends significantly on the cost at which non-fossil electricity is available. In the following analyses,
we evaluate how policy-induced changes in wind and solar power costs would interact
with policy outcomes.
Variation in wind power cost is simulated by adjusting the elasticity of substitution
between the TSF and other inputs in the wind production block. Conceptually, a higher
elasticity of substitution indicates reduced impact of the TSF constraint, leading to
cheaper expansion of wind power. Variation in substitution elasticity thus serves as a
proxy for the variation in future wind power expansion cost. Cost variation for solar
power is simulated directly by varying the markup on the cost of production. Conceptually, this may indicate availability of cheaper capital, policy changes for improved
offtake and better regulatory enforcement, among other improvements. Solar cost
variation can also be simulated by varying the substitution elasticity between TSF and
other inputs, but the outcome will be similar.
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Unit

1950009-18

GDP CAGR between 2011 and
2030 assumed as 5%
resulting in a GDP multiplier
of 2.53 against baseline 2.86

GDP — low

4957.14
2.98
0.62
28.53
3786.31

3532.19
29.32
0.62
2397.97

4819.74
73.12
0.62

46.61
4819.74
73.12
0.62
0
2397.97

46.61

3178.06
0.83
0.62
21.28
2480.04

0.99

2234.13

3494.17
3.11
0.68

5.96

3171.45
3.13
0.62
9.39
2211.24

3.70

3587.47
6.43
0.62
18.45
2795.67

6.74

2461.64

3853.50
13.58
0.67

19.73

Non-Fossil

3571.43
14.87
0.62
5.99
2426.36

15.32

Combined

Elasticity of substitution between
domestic and imported inputs
(Armington elasticity) set to 3
instead of 0; elasticity of
transformation between goods
produced for domestic and
export markets set to 1
instead of 0

Allowing substitution between
domestic and imported inputs and
produced goods and services

Emissions- Non-Fossil Combined Emissions- Non-Fossil Combined EmissionsIntensity
Intensity
Intensity
2.08

2079.65

GDP — high

GDP CAGR between 2011 and
2030 assumed as 7.5%*
(World Bank, 2019)7 resulting
in a GDP multiplier of 3.95
against baseline 2.86

28.31

Non-Fossil

Emissions intensity
reduction through
only non-fossil
electricity targets
Non-Fossil electricity
production in 2030 is
33% against baseline
28%

Notes: *The GDP growth forecasts in the Global Economic Prospects report of the World Bank (World Bank, 2019) project Indias GDP growth as 7.5% per year
until 2021/22. We assume the same growth rate until 2030 for the high GDP growth rate scenario.

Welfare loss
US$/tCO2
(w.r.t. reference)
reduced
Emissions
Million tCO2
Total welfare loss
Billion US$
Emissions intensity
tCO2 /US$
Carbon price
US$/tCO2
Total electricity
GWh
production

Indicator

Sensitivity scenarios

Table 5. Sensitivity of modeling outcomes to higher non-fossil electricity targets, high and low GDP scenarios, and non-zero substitution between domestic and imported inputs and
produced goods and services.
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3.2.1. Carbon price and welfare loss under different scenarios and alternative
costs of wind power expansion and solar power
Table 6 illustrates how two metrics vary with the cost of wind power expansion and of
solar power: first, the observed carbon price to implement the emissions intensity
target with and without the RPS in Emissions-Intensity and Combined scenarios,
respectively, and second, the welfare loss under the two scenarios. The base results are
highlighted. All scenarios listed here lead to India’s target emissions intensity for 2030.
Our results highlight several tradeoffs between the political feasibility and cost
effectiveness of economy wide and sector-specific policies. The following outcomes
are noteworthy:
(i) Economy wide emission intensity targets lead to significantly higher carbon
prices compared to those in Combined targets. Carbon prices are higher to
achieve the required reduction in the absence of additional binding constraints. In
the Combined scenario, the RPS increases average electricity prices, resulting in
a decline in electricity demand and consequently in emissions. The remaining
emission reduction required to meet the emissions intensity target is achieved
through low-cost emissions reduction measures resulting in lower carbon prices.
Table 6. Comparison of carbon price and cost of emission reduction under different scenarios.
Scenario

Wind elasticity
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.29
0.35
0.40
0.45
Solar markup
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7

Carbon price

Welfare change

EmissionsIntensity

Combined

EmissionsIntensity

Combined

US$ (2011) per
tCO2

US$ (2011) per
tCO2

US$ (2011) per
tCO2 reduced

US$ (2011) per
tCO2 reduced

24.48
24.17
23.77
23.38
22.64
21.84
20.82

2.81
3.61
4.81
6.17
8.87
11.16
12.79

#1.48
#1.42
#1.34
#1.27
#1.15
#1.02
#0.87

#19.30
#16.13
#12.55
#9.60
#5.70
#3.44
#2.02

25.73
25.73
24.49
23.38
22.46
21.49
20.37

4.83
5.20
5.64
6.17
6.82
7.63
8.65

#1.97
#1.97
#1.71
#1.27
#0.70
0.09
1.18

#15.12
#13.48
#11.65
#9.60
#7.29
#4.71
#1.81

Note: Increasing wind elasticity means lower expansion costs, while falling solar markup
corresponds to lower input costs.
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(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(v)

Thus, combining a carbon pricing policy with non-fossil electricity capacity
targets may result in politically feasible carbon prices.
Under Emissions-Intensity scenario, as expected, carbon price decreases with
cheaper wind and solar power as the marginal abatement cost drops. On the
contrary, cheaper wind and solar power in the Combined scenario is associated
with increases in the carbon price. This is explained by the opposing impacts of
cheaper renewable power in a capacity-based RPS policy. While cheaper renewable power facilitate emissions reduction through larger capacity addition,
they also increase total electricity demand due to lower average electricity
costs. Higher electricity demand may increase fossil electricity production (see
Figs. 8 and 9).
The overall impact is dominated by rising emissions (Fig. 7) and consequently
higher carbon prices.
Emissions-Intensity scenario sees lower welfare loss compared with the
Combined scenario and may even lead to minor welfare gains relative to the
Reference scenario. While reduction in welfare loss follows directly from
the efficiency of economy-wide carbon policies, welfare gains occur likely due to
a combination of technology advancements freeing up labor and capital from
solar power production at the cheapest levels and carbon pricing potentially
correcting certain pre-existing tax/subsidy distortions. Indeed, energy, including
electricity, is heavily subsidized in India. IISD (2018) reported that the oil
subsidies in India may amount to about US$7.4 billion in the financial year
2018–2019, whereas Mayer et al. (2015) indicated that about 87% of all residential electricity consumption in India is subsidized. A significant reduction in
energy-intensive industries (which includes transport) and in coal power, which
is the main benchmark electricity technology, might be contributing to welfare
gains.7 On the contrary, Combined scenario results in higher welfare losses,
higher by 7.5 times on a per tCO2 basis in the base case. Thus, while combined
targets may lead to politically feasible carbon prices, the higher welfare loss
highlights their lower economic efficiency in reducing emissions.
The welfare loss decreases with cheaper wind and solar power in both scenarios.
This follows directly from the availability of cheaper electricity and, consequently, the comparatively lower reduction in electricity demand.

3.2.2. Impact of alternative wind and solar costs on policy outcomes
Figure 6 shows the costs in terms of welfare loss per metric ton of CO2 reduced under
different scenarios that vary in the cost of wind and solar power. Owing to low levels of
wind and solar penetration in Emissions-Intensity scenario, the welfare loss is small
7While

not a part of our analysis, removing distortionary energy subsidies could be an important policy pathway for
India to reduce emissions. Chepeliev et al. (2018) illustrate how removal of energy subsidies can be incorporated in the
GTAP database.
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Figure 6. Variation in welfare loss per unit emission reduction with varying cost of wind and
solar power expansion.

and further decreases at lower wind and solar costs. In the Non-Fossil and Combined
scenarios, the cost of emission reduction is significantly higher at expensive wind and
solar power but drops sharply with decreasing costs of wind and solar power. These
results illustrate that at low renewable energy costs, achieving both economy wide
targets as well as sector-specific targets can be similar in cost.
Further, as Fig. 7 shows, final emission levels in combined and emissions-intensity
scenarios are similar — an outcome ensured by the emissions intensity limits in both

Figure 7. Variation in total emission with varying cost of wind and solar power expansion.
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Figure 8. Variation in electricity production with varying costs of wind power expansion.

scenarios. The Non-Fossil scenario by itself cannot achieve the target emissions reduction and in fact leads to higher emissions as wind and solar power become cheaper.
This is explained by higher total electricity levels at cheaper wind and solar power
under an RPS.
Electricity levels at different costs of wind and solar expansion are plotted in Figs. 8
and 9. In the Emissions-Intensity scenario under a carbon price, cheaper wind and solar
power drives down marginal CO2 abatement cost and lead to higher levels of non-fossil
power to achieve emissions targets (panel 3: blue line), accompanied by a decline in
fossil power (panel 2: blue line). On the contrary, when non-fossil capacity targets are
included under Non-Fossil and Combined scenarios, the availability of cheaper wind
and solar power in the electricity mix decreases the average electricity price, resulting
in an overall demand pull, and consequently higher levels of fossil electricity as
well (panel 2: green and red lines), while maintaining the required non-fossil power

Figure 9. Variation in electricity production with varying costs of solar power.
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production share of 28%. This is consistent with the lower welfare losses and increased
emission levels under the non-fossil and combined scenario observed in Figs. 6 and 7,
respectively. Nevertheless, the total electricity levels in Non-Fossil and Combined
scenarios continue to be lower than those in the Emissions-Intensity scenario and are
comparable only at very low costs of wind expansion.
4. Conclusion
We have employed a CGE model of the Indian economy with detailed representation
of the electricity sector to analyze the impacts of India’s climate targets. In particular,
we have analyzed the implications of non-fossil electricity targets as a means to
achieve India’s emissions intensity reduction targets, by assessing their impact on
consumer welfare, electricity mix, and sectoral emissions. We have also looked at the
interaction of variable wind and solar costs with policy outcomes.
We find that an economy-wide emissions reduction policy simulated through a
carbon price results in the lowest decline in consumer welfare to achieve the target
emissions intensity. Further, emissions decrease across all fossil energy-consuming
sectors and not only in the electricity sector. On the contrary, including non-fossil
electricity capacity targets through an RPS increases the cost of emissions reduction by
enforcing expensive non-fossil electricity in the mix. Additionally, it leads to leakage
of emissions to non-electricity energy-intensive industries, as they may substitute
electricity for coal or other cheaper fossil fuels.
Under a pure carbon pricing policy without an RPS, the model predicts a carbon price
of $23.38/tCO2 (in 2011 US$) to achieve the mean of India’s NDC target of 33–35%
reduction in emissions intensity of the GDP in 2030 over 2005 level. This price is higher
than the carbon prices currently observed in most developed nations (Jenkins and
Karplus, 2016), suggesting that it could be politically unacceptable. Enforcing an RPS to
achieve India’s non-fossil targets brings down the price to US$ 6.17/tCO2, which is
likely to gain traction. However, consumer welfare loss is higher when an RPS is
combined with a carbon price, largely due to more expensive electricity. The implications of lower but concentrated carbon price and higher but dispersed welfare loss need
to be considered while comparing the political feasibility of alternative policies.
The global and national decline in wind and solar costs motivates our inquiry into
the interaction of above policy outcomes with varying costs of wind and solar power.
As expected, welfare losses under the a carbon price plus RPS decrease sharply at
lower wind and solar costs and are only slightly higher than those under a pure carbon
price at the lowest cost levels that we simulate. This suggests that declining wind and
solar costs may pave the way for more aggressive decarbonization policies in the
future, without compromising India’s economic development objectives.
Certain limitations of our work are noteworthy and suggest directions for future
research. First, the current version of the model solves statically in two states — 2011
and 2030. The model could be made recursive dynamic to study the pathways of policy
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impacts from the present to 2030, which would allow for a more careful resolution of
path dependence in technology adoption and inter-period dynamics. This would also
allow assessment of whether intermediate policy objectives (such as the renewable
targets for 2022) would be achieved under proposed policies. Secondly, the electricity
demand growth in the model is currently driven by GDP growth and excludes the
exogenous increase that will result from expanding electricity access. We intend to
simulate expansion of energy access in future work. Thirdly, with one representative
household, the model does not capture income and expenditure heterogeneity among
households in India. Incorporating household heterogeneity in the model can provide
valuable insights into the impact of climate policies across diverse income groups.
Fourth, given the high levels of urban air pollution in India, reduction in fossil fuel usage
is likely to have associated air quality co-benefits. Demonstrating the air quality cobenefits and their welfare impact will, however, require an atmospheric chemistry model
and appropriate exposure-response functions, which are beyond the scope of this work.8
This paper serves as a strong foundation for expanding our work in these directions.
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Appendix A. Important Elasticity Values Used in the Model

Elasticity

Description

Value

!kle
!ele ne
!ne
!rkl
!lem
!etsfndi
!“top bt”
!esub(“c”)
!ene fd
!ec fd

Elasticity of substitution between energy and VA nests
Elasticity of substitution between electricity and non-electricity inputs
Elasticity of substitution within non electricity inputs (coal, oil, gas)
Elasticity of substitution between res and capital-labor in agriculture
Elasticity of substitution between land and energy materials in agriculture
Elasticity of substitution between the TSF and other inputs
Elasticity of substitution between TSF and other inputs for backstop technology
Top level elasticity in final demand
Elasticity of substitution between energy sources in final demand
Elasticity of substitution between energy and other consumption in final demand

0.40
0.50
1.00
0.20
0.30
0.29
0.29
0.25
0.40
0.25

8For analyses of country-level air-quality co-benefits of carbon pricing policies that combine economic models with
atmospheric chemistry models, see, for instance, Li et al. (2018) and Thompson et al. (2014).
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Appendix B. Bottom-Up Estimation of Cost Shares for Solar Power
(NITI Aayog, 2015)
Parameter

Unit

Value

INR million/MW
INR million/MW/year
Years
%
%

60
1.23
25
5.72
11

PV of O&M

INR million/MW

16.41

PV of total costs (Capex þ PV of O&M)
Capex as % of PV of costs
O&M as % of PV of costs

INR million/MW
%
%

76.41
78.5
21.5

%
%
%
%

2.2
97.8
76.8
21.0

Capex (2015–16)
O&M — 1st year (P)
Project life (n)
O&M escalation (g)
Discount rate (r)

TSF input to backstop
Non TSF inputs to backstop
Capital input
Labor input

Appendix C. Calculation of Emissions Intensity Target

Parameter
Benchmark emissions
Benchmark GDP
Benchmark emissions intensity of GDP
Base year
Benchmark year
Target year
Total required decrease in emissions intensity*
Percentage decline in emissions intensity between
2005 and 2011†
Required decline in emissions intensity between
2011 and 2030
Emissions intensity in 2030 as percentage of that
in 2011
Target emissions intensity in 2030

Unit

Value

Million MT CO2
Billion USD (2011)
MT CO2 /thousand USD (2011)
Year
Year
Year
%
%

1771.2
2034.6
0.8705
2005
2011
2030
34
5.06

%

28.94

%

71.06

MT CO2 /thousand USD (2011)

0.62

Notes: *India’s NDC in GoI (2015) mentions a reduction in emissions intensity of the GDP by
33–35% by 2030 over 2005 levels. We take the mean value of 34% for our analysis.
† Obtained from CO emissions intensity data reported in World Bank (2014a).
2
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Appendix D. Conversion of non-fossil Electricity Capacity Targets
for 2030 to Production Targets
Parameter
Installed capacity in 2015 (GW)
Electricity production in 2015 (GWh)
Capacity factor (2015)
Assumed capacity factor (2030)
Installed capacity target for 2030
Production target for 2030

Fossil

Non-fossil

Total

188.898
878,320
0.53
0.53
60%
72%

82.824
227,126
0.31
0.31
40%
28%

271.722
1,105,446
0.46
0.44
100%
100%
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